Abstract: A comprehensive thermodynamic model, referred to as the mixed-solvent electrolyte (MSE) model, has been applied to calculate phase equilibria, speciation, and other thermodynamic properties of selected systems that are of interest for understanding the chemistry of salt lakes and natural waters. In particular, solubilities and chemical speciation have been analyzed for various boron-containing systems, which represent an important subset of solution chemistry for such applications. The model has been shown to reproduce the speciation, solubility, and vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE) data in the boric acid + water system over wide ranges of temperature and concentration. Specifically, solubilities have been accurately represented in the full concentration range of the B 2 O 3 + H 2 O system (x B 2 O 3 = 0~1), which includes H 3 BO 3 . The accuracy of the model has also been demonstrated by calculating solubilities in various aqueous borate systems, i.e., M n O + B 2 O 3 + H 2 O (where M = Li, Na, Ca, Mg), and their mixtures with a chloride salt or an acid (i.e., LiCl, NaCl, HCl). The model predicts the effects of chemical speciation, temperature, and concentrations of various acid, base, and salt components on the formation of competing solid phases.
INTRODUCTION
The chemistry of boron-containing aqueous solutions is of interest for a number of practical applications. Aqueous boron species may be found in natural waters, including salt lakes, seawater, and hydrothermal fluids. Boric acid-borate buffers have been used as pH standards, in detergents, and in the coolants of pressurized water reactors. Boron chemistry also attracts considerable attention in energy applications because borohydrides of alkaline metals are potential hydrogen sources for fuel cells due to their high gravimetric hydrogen densities. Understanding the thermodynamics of boron-containing systems under the conditions relevant to these applications is important to facilitate an effective prediction of their chemical and phase behavior and to determine the optimum operating conditions for various processes where boron chemistry is involved.
Borate systems are known to be chemically complex due to the presence of a series of polyborate anions in addition to monomeric species as a result of chemical equilibria associated with hydrolysis and acid-base reactions. Boron-containing systems often exist together with various salts in multicomponent electrolyte solutions at high concentrations under diverse conditions of temperature and where G ex LR represents the contribution of long-range electrostatic interactions, G ex II accounts for specific ionic (ion-ion and ion-molecule) interactions and G ex SR is a short-range contribution resulting from intermolecular interactions. The long-range interaction contribution is calculated from the Pitzer-Debye-Hückel formula [12] expressed in terms of mole fractions and symmetrically normalized. The short-range interaction contribution is calculated from the UNIQUAC equation [21] . The specific ion-interaction contribution is calculated from an ionic strength-dependent, symmetrical second virial coefficient-type expression [9] (2)
where B ij (I x ) = B ji (I x ), B ii = B jj = 0 and the ionic strength dependence of B ij is given by 
For most electrolyte systems, the first three terms (i.e., b 0,ij , b 1,ij , b 2,ij and c 0,ij , c 1,ij , c 2,ij ) are sufficient for representing the variations of properties with temperature over a temperature range up to 300°C. Additional temperature-dependent parameters are necessary only for a limited number of systems for which data analysis needs to be performed over an extended range of temperatures. In cases where data analysis needs to be extended to very high pressures, a pressure-dependent interaction parameter may also be introduced. In such cases, a linear function of pressure is sufficient. Then, eq. 4 can be extended to include a pressure-dependent term: For electrolyte systems encountered in natural waters such as salt lakes, seawater, hydrothermal fluids, and in other systems where the ionic strength and concentrations of boric acid and borate ions are significant, the specific ion-interaction contribution is the most important one to reproduce the properties of the solutions. When a chemical process occurs in a mixed solvent or in solutions where undissociated inorganic acids or bases are present in significant amounts, the short-range contribution is introduced to account for molecular interactions between the undissociated acid (or base) and the solvent molecules or between solvent components. It should be noted that the G ex II term can also be applied to non-ionic mixtures or weakly ionized systems, and has been found to improve the simultaneous fit to multiple properties in non-electrolyte systems when B ij is introduced between two neutral molecules [11] .
While the excess Gibbs energy model is used to calculate nonideality effects on solution properties, the chemical equilibrium is governed by the chemical potentials of all species that participate in various reactions, such as precipitation, hydrolysis, and ion-pairing. The chemical potential of each ionic or neutral species i is determined by its standard-state chemical potential, μ i 0 (T,P) and its activity coefficient, γ i (T,P,x), i.e.,
The standard-state chemical potentials of aqueous species, μ i 0 (T,P), are calculated as functions of temperature and pressure using the Helgeson-Kirkham-Flowers (HKF) equation of state [22] [23] [24] . The Modeling boric acid and metal borate systems 2119
parameters of the HKF model are available for various aqueous species [25, 26] . The standard-state properties calculated from the HKF model are based on the infinite-dilution reference state and on the molality concentration scale. To make the equilibrium calculations consistent when the standard-state properties are combined with the mole fraction-based and symmetrically normalized activity coefficients, two conversions are performed [9] :
(1) The activity coefficients calculated from eq. 1 are converted to those based on the unsymmetrical reference state, i.e., at infinite dilution in water:
where lim lnγ i x is the value of the symmetrically-normalized activity coefficient at infinite dilu-
tion in water, which is calculated by substituting x i = 0 and x w = 1 into the activity coefficient equations and (2) The molality-based standard-state chemical potentials are converted to corresponding mole fraction-based quantities:
where M H 2 O is the molecular weight of water. The values of lnγ i x,* and μ i L,0,x from eqs. 7 and 8 are then used in eq. 6 to determine the chemical potential of each species for chemical equilibrium calculations. Thus, the calculations require the availability of parameters for both the standard-state properties and activity coefficients.
DETERMINATION OF MODEL PARAMETERS
The combined thermodynamic framework has been applied to model the phase behavior of binary and mixed B 2 O 3 + OH + M + H 2 O systems (where M = Na, Li, Ca, Mg) with or without additional chloride components (i.e., NaCl, LiCl, or HCl). Tables 1-4 summarize the primary literature sources that were used for developing the model, together with their temperature, pressure, and salt content ranges. The parameters of the models have been determined using thermodynamic data of various types, including: (1) VLE; (2) water activity (a w ) or osmotic coefficients (φ); (3) solubility of solids in water or aqueous acids, bases, and other salts; (4) speciation data, such as pH and equilibrium constants; (5) volumetric data; and (6) caloric data such as heat capacities. The use of multiple data types is important to ensure the accuracy of model parameters. For example, caloric data are useful to determine the temperature dependence of model parameters. This makes it possible to make reliable predictions of solubilities well beyond the temperature range of experimental data.
For binary and multicomponent Na + Li + Mg + Ca + Cl + H + H 2 O systems (i.e., without boron species), the MSE parameters were determined in previous studies [9, 14] . These parameters ensure that the model reproduces the phase equilibria and caloric properties of binary, ternary, and multicomponent mixtures from the freezing point up to 300 °C and from infinite dilution to solid saturation or fused salt limit. Parameters that determine the thermodynamic properties of individual species in these systems (i.e., the standard partial molar Gibbs energy of formation, entropy, and parameters of the HKF equation of state) as well as the binary interaction parameters (eqs. 4 and 5) between the species have been reported in a previous paper [14] . These species include the individual ions (i.e., Na + , Li + , Mg 2+ , Ca 2+ , and Cl -) and the ion pairs (i.e., MgCl 2(aq) , CaCl 2(aq) , LiCl (aq) , HCl (aq) ) that were taken into account in the previous studies [9, 14] . In the present study, we determine parameters to reproduce the properties of the following three groups of systems: The model parameters have been first developed for the B 2 O 3 + H 2 O binary, which includes the H 3 BO 3 + H 2 O mixture in the full range to the melting point where x H 3 BO 3 = 1. The boric acid-borate equilibria in aqueous solutions have also been analyzed to determine the standard partial molar properties of various aqueous boron species. These parameters provide a basis for modeling the properties of metal borate systems (i.e., those from group 2 above), as the calculation of chemical and phase equilibria in these systems must be based on the same aqueous species and their properties. Modeling metal borate systems has led to introducing additional parameters that pertain to the specific nature of these systems (e.g., ion-pair formation and ion interactions involving the metal cation or the ion pair). These parameters, together with those determined in the first step, are then used to develop the model for mixtures of metal borates with chloride salts or hydrochloric acid.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The binary system B 2 O 3 + H 2 O and the boric acid-borate equilibria in aqueous solutions
Extensive solubility data are available in the literature for the B 2 O 3 + H 2 O system [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] , with three data sets covering the full composition range of the H 3 BO 3 + H 2 O subsystem [31, 32, 36] . These data extend to high temperatures, approaching the melting point of B 2 O 3 [32, 36] . Additional data are reported for volatilities and boiling points [33, 37, 38] , equilibrium quotients [2, 4] , pH [39, 40] , and partial molar volumes and heat capacities [1, [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] of boric acid solutions. As shown in Table 1 , the literature data for this system cover wide ranges of temperature, pressure, and composition, and provide a comprehensive foundation for the determination of model parameters.
Boric acid is a weak Lewis acid. Instead of being a proton donor that dissociates in aqueous solutions, boric acid is a base acceptor and can interact with water to form B(OH) 4 -and H + , with an equilibrium constant (K a ) of only ~6ؒ10 -10 molؒL -1 at 25 °C [46] 
The presence of H 3 BO 3(aq) and B(OH) 4 -has been confirmed by spectroscopic techniques [47] . The aqueous solution of boric acid also exhibits complex chemical equilibria involving various polyborate anions. The formation of polymeric borate ions in boric acid-borate solutions is well recognized. However, the identity of these ions has been a subject of research for many years. Experimental studies such as potentiometric titration, infrared and ion-exchange analysis, cryoscopic measurements, NMR, Raman, and vibrational spectroscopy have identified a number of polyborate species that vary with the solution pH and boron concentration [47] . Discrepancies exist between polymeric borate ions that have been identified by different authors and/or via different experimental methods. In the current study, a boric acid-borate equilibrium scheme has been selected to include the following species: H 3 BO 3(aq) , B(OH) 4 
This equilibrium scheme is somewhat different from those used by Mesmer et al. [4] and Palmer et al. [2] in their studies of boric acid hydrolysis. The scheme (10a-e) can be reconciled with those of Mesmer et al. and Palmer et al. by adding appropriate numbers of moles of H 2 O, for which thermodynamic properties are well known [48] . The comprehensive equilibrium quotient data from Mesmer et al. [4] , as reviewed by Palmer et al. [2] , and the limiting molar heat capacity and volumetric data from Hnedkovsky et al. [44] , Ganopolsky et al. [43] , Corti et al. [1] , Ward and Millero [49] , Abdulgatov and Azizov [41] , and Ellis and McFadden [50] as well as the pH data from Macdonald et al. [39, 40] have
been used as the primary sources to determine the values of ΔG -°f , S -°, and HKF parameters for the various aqueous borate species. Speciation analysis of the boric acid + water system indicates a marginal amount of ionic species in the solution, due to the weak Lewis acid properties. Thus, as the boron concentration increases, the solution nonideality of the H 3 BO 3 + H 2 O system can be primarily attributed to the effect of interactions between the predominant neutral molecules, i.e., H 2 O and H 3 BO 3 (aq). This binary system can exist as a liquid mixture over a wide range of compositions below the H 3 BO 3 saturation concentration, ranging from pure liquid water to the melting point of the acid. There is thus no distinction between a solvent and a solute, as any one of the main components can be regarded as a "solute" or a "solvent" depending on the concentration. As the acid concentration changes from a dilute solution to a water-depleted region in the limit of molten B 2 O 3 , it is necessary to introduce species that can represent the loss of water molecules from H 3 BO 3 . Two monomeric neutral species, HBO 2(aq) and B 2 O 3(aq) , have been introduced for this purpose. These species have also been indicated by Kracek et al. [36] to exist in mixtures beyond the pure H 3 BO 3 concentration. The chemical equilibria associated with these two species are
In the H 3 BO 3 + H 2 O system, the solubility data that were measured at temperatures below 100°C by different authors are in a good agreement. Above 100 °C, the results of Nasini and Ageno [33] show significantly higher solubilities than those of Benrath and McCulloch [31, 32] . Also, the boiling point measurements of Nasini and Ageno give significantly lower values compared to those of von Stackelberg et al. [38] . The Nasini and Ageno data at T > 100 °C were thus excluded from the determination of model parameters. Solubility data beyond the limit of pure H 3 BO 3 (i.e., for x B 2 O 3 ≥ 0.25) have been reported in the studies of McCulloch [32] , von Stackelberg et al. [38] , and Kracek et al. [36] in which all three solid phases H 3 BO 3(s) , HBO 2(s) , and B 2 O 3(s) have been identified. Over this range of compositions, the melting points of H 3 BO 3 (s) and HBO 2(s) have been reported to be 170 and 203 °C, respectively [38] , and the solubility of crystalline B 2 O 3(s) has been measured from 215 °C to its melting point (ca. 450~470 °C) [32, 36] . These data have been included in the model development. Interaction parameters for two pairs of neutral species: H 2 O/H 3 BO 3(aq) and H 2 O/HBO 2(aq) were introduced to represent the solution nonideality over the full concentration range, i.e., x B 2 O 3 = 0~1. These parameters have been determined using the solubility and VLE data. The introduction of two neutral species, i.e., HBO 2(aq) [46, 51] , and those for HBO 2(s) have been adjusted to fit the literature solubility data for this solid. Table 5 summarizes the values of ΔG -°f , S -°, and HKF equation of state parameters for various aqueous boron species. Table 6 gives the Gibbs energy of formation, entropy, and heat capacity coefficients for various solid phases, and Table 7 summarizes the binary parameters in the virial interaction term (eqs. 4 and 5) that have been determined in this study. [102] , and Glushko et al. [103] c Values of Δ f G° and S° were adjusted; Cp coefficients were either adjusted or estimated [104] in this study. Using the model parameters listed in Tables 5-7 , the solubilities in the B 2 O 3 + H 2 O system have been accurately reproduced. This is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 where the calculated and experimental results are compared in the full composition range. In Fig. 1 , the solubilities in the H 3 BO 3 + H 2 O system are illustrated in the full range, i.e., x H 3 BO 3 = 0 to 1. The x-axis is presented as x 0.5 H 3 BO 3 to emphasize the details in the low boric acid concentration range (i.e., for x H 3 BO 3 < 0.01). Results in the full composition range of the B 2 O 3 + H 2 O system are shown in Fig. 2 , which also includes the system H 3 BO 3 + H 2 O in the 0 ≤ x B 2 O 3 ≤ 0.25 range. The model also reproduces VLE data for aqueous boric acid as represented by the volatility K (y/x) and boiling points as functions of temperature and acid concentration. These results are shown in Fig 3. The speciation results are depicted in Fig. 4 in the form of a plot of pH as a function of temperature at various boric acid concentrations. This confirms the correctness of the thermochemical properties of aqueous neutral and ionic species, which are necessary for chemical equilibrium calculations. All these results show that the MSE model accurately reproduces experimental data of various types in the full concentration range of the B 2 O 3 + H 2 O system.
The model parameters developed for the B 2 O 3 + H 2 O system provide a basis for modeling metal borate systems in the presence or absence of H 3 BO 3 and other salts, acids, and bases. This will be discussed in the following sections. 
Metal borate systems
These systems include aqueous binary metal borates, e.g., (Li or Na) 2 3 or M(OH) n , where M = Na, Li (n = 1) or Ca, Mg (n = 2). These binary and ternary systems are grouped together in the determination of model parameters, as the prevailing aqueous species can be the same in the binary and ternary systems and, subsequently, the introduced binary interaction parameters may affect both the binary and ternary systems. A simultaneous regression of data for these systems ensures the accuracy of the model parameters. The literature data that were used in model development for these systems are summarized in Tables 2 and 3 HKF,1,…4 , c HKF,1 , c HKF,2 , and ω for this ion pair have been estimated based on those of aqueous Li + and B(OH) 4 -ions. Further, the standard partial molar Gibbs energy (ΔG -°f ) and entropy (S -°) were adjusted, together with other model parameters, based on primary experimental data.
The formation of similar ion pairs between borate and alkaline-earth metal ions has also been reported in the literature [57] . The reported stability constants for these ion pairs are somewhat lower than that for Na + B(OH) 4 -(aq) . The concentration ranges with respect to Mg and Ca in the corresponding borate solutions are significantly narrower compared to those for the Li and Na systems, which allows us to neglect ion-pair formation in the Mg and Ca systems.
For each of these metal borate systems, multiple solid phases exist, depending on the temperature and the concentrations of the base, metal borate or boric acid. For example, the following solid phases have been reported in experimental solubility studies of sodium borate systems: Na 2 Table 6 . In addition to the metal borates and their hydrates, the properties of the hydroxides of Li, Na, Ca, and Mg are also listed in this table, as these solid phases can precipitate at high hydroxide concentrations in each of the H 3 BO 3 + M(OH) n + H 2 O systems. Solubility data for other solids, especially the unhydrated metal borates such as NaBO 2 [46, 51, [58] [59] [60] . Such anhydrous solid phases exist only at high temperatures at which either no sufficient information can be found for model development or their stability ranges fall beyond the validity range of the MSE model. Such solid phases have not been included in the analysis in the present study. However, their thermochemical properties from the literature have been examined to ensure that these phases do not precipitate in the regions where other solid phases are stable.
In addition to the multiple solid phases that can be in equilibrium with the solution under varying conditions, the chemistry of the metal borate systems is typically complicated by strong speciation effects due to the chemical equilibria between various aqueous mono-and polyborate neutral and ionic species, which are strongly dependent on the solution pH, concentration, and temperature. Thus, the model for these systems has been developed based on the analysis of experimental data (Tables 2 and 3) and by taking into account the chemical speciation effects. The reported metastable solubilities for a number of solids (i.e., in supersaturated solutions) have also been taken into consideration in the model development to ensure an appropriate extrapolation of solubilities. Moreover, metastable equilibria in concentrated salt solutions are important for understanding evaporation processes in the exploitation of salt lake brines and for applications in crystallization.
In modeling highly speciated systems at high concentrations, it is vitally important to select appropriate species pairs for which interaction parameters should be introduced to represent solution nonideality. This can be especially challenging for solutions containing multiple mono-and polymeric species whose distribution can vary with conditions such as temperature, pH, and the total concentrations of the elements. In such cases, there can be a large number of pairs of species that may be possibly considered. To address this problem, the introduction of pair interactions in the process of model development was based on the analysis of the speciation results. In general, the interaction parameters are introduced only for the species pairs that are present in a sufficient amount to contribute to the solution's nonideal behavior. Due to the differences in the distribution of boron species as a function of system conditions, these species may all be expected to affect phase equilibria under various conditions at which they predominate and interact with other species such as cations or ion pairs that are also present at a significant level. In this study, we assume that various borate species, neutral or anionic, may interact with cations (i.e., Na + or Li + ) in a similar way. This assumption allows the interactions between a cation and several borate species to be set equal to each other in the process of parameter fitting. Likewise, interactions between a borate species and various other species, such as a cation and its complexes, may also be assumed to be the same. This constraint significantly reduces the number of adjustable parameters.
The binary interaction parameters that have been determined for the borate systems are collected in 4 -) are necessary to reproduce the solubility behavior in these systems. In addition to the interaction parameters listed in Table 7 , parameters have also been determined for the LiOH + H 2 O and NaOH + H 2 O systems to provide a foundation for modeling the Li and Na borates in the presence of LiOH and NaOH. These parameters are listed in Table 8 .
Results of modeling the metal borate systems are shown in Figs. 5-10. The model results have been calculated using the parameters listed in Tables 5-8 . In Fig. 5 , the results for the solubilities in the NaBO 2 + H 2 O and LiBO 2 + H 2 O systems are shown. Multiple metaborates and/or their hydrates with varying hydration numbers can precipitate as the temperature changes. The solubilities of lithium metaborate and its hydrates are significantly lower than those of the corresponding sodium metaborates, indicating bigger differences in the total hydration energy for the aqueous Na + and borate ions and the lattice energy for the sodium borate solids compared to those in the lithium borate system. Since the MSE model is self-consistent and its parameters have been determined using multiple thermodynamic properties, it simultaneously reproduces the pH and VLE data in aqueous metal borate systems. Figure 6 compares the calculated and experimental pH values for the aqueous solutions of NaBO 2 , Na 2 B 4 O 7 , and NaBO 2 ؒ2B 2 O 3 ؒ2H 2 O at 20 °C, and the vapor pressures in the NaBO 2 + H 2 O system at various temperatures.
Phase behavior is exceedingly complex for all of the metal borate ternary systems studied here. Figure 7 presents Fig. 8 , more than one of such J-shaped curves can appear in this system at a single temperature and multiple stable and metastable solid phases can precipitate (c.f. the results at 60 °C). The complex solubility behavior, together with the strong chemical speciation effects as discussed earlier, makes it challenging to model phase equilibria in these systems. As shown in Figs. 5-10, the MSE model is capable of representing these complex phase equilibrium patterns with a good accuracy for all of the ternary mixtures.
affected by ion interactions between the chloride ion and the prevailing boron species, in addition to those between the cation and the Cl -ion and boron species as described above. Indeed, the model has been found to reproduce the solubility behavior of these systems by introducing ion interaction parameters between the Cl -ion and various boron species that are present in significant amounts based on speciation analysis. These boron species include H 3 BO 3(aq) , HBO 2(aq) , and polyborate anions as well as the associated ion pair NaB(OH) 4(aq) . In addition, the solubility behavior in the H 3 BO 3 + HCl + H 2 O system has been found to be accurately represented when ion interaction parameters are introduced for the pair H 3 BO 3(aq) /H 3 O + . This interaction has been found to have little or no effect on the results for other boron systems as described in previous sections, including the boric acid + water system, for which any ionic concentrations are at a minimal level due to the weak Lewis acid character of H 3 BO 3 .
The binary interaction parameters determined for the chloride-containing systems can be found in Table 7 together with those for other systems. It should be noted that the interaction parameters determined for the boric acid/borate systems as described above are also included in the calculation of the solubilities for the chloride-containing systems because they pertain to all borate systems. [62] . The standard thermochemical properties of this solid phase are included in Table 6 .
Results for the chloride-containing systems are shown in Figs. 11-13. The calculated and experimental solubilities are compared in Fig. 11 for the systems NaBO 2 + NaCl + H 2 O and NaB 5 O 8 + NaCl + H 2 O at 20 °C. The stoichiometric ratio B:Na has a significant effect on the solubilities and their variation with NaCl concentration. The precipitated solids are also largely dependent on the B:Na ratio in the aqueous system. The solids that preferentially precipitate have a B:Na ratio that is similar to that in the aqueous solution. Thus, in the NaBO 2 + NaCl + H 2 O system, Na 2 B 2 O 4 ؒ8H 2 O precipitates below a NaCl concentration of ~3.7 m. As the NaCl concentration increases, a double salt hydrate, Modeling boric acid and metal borate systems 2139 concentrations (m NaCl < 0.45). A solid phase, Na 2 Oؒ5B 2 O 3 ؒ10H 2 O, then precipitates over a wide range of NaCl concentration. The saturation curve of NaCl(s) is reached at a concentration that is close to the solubility of NaCl in pure water, and does not vary significantly with the total boron concentration. Figure 12 shows the effect of the NaCl concentration on the solubility of H 3 BO 3 (s) at various temperatures. It can be noted that temperature has the biggest effect on the solubility of H 3 BO 3 (s) while the effect of NaCl concentration is minimal in this system, especially at lower temperatures (i.e., below 80°C). The effect of chloride ions on the solubility of H 3 BO 3 (s) can vary in different chloride solutions. This is illustrated in Fig. 13 where solubilities in three chloride solutions (i.e., LiCl, NaCl, and HCl) are compared. At low concentrations in LiCl and HCl solutions, the solubilities of H 3 BO 3 (s) decrease significantly with chloride concentration. After a minimum is reached, they rise with a further increase in chloride concentration. This increase is more pronounced in the LiCl solution compared to the HCl solution. In contrast to LiCl and HCl, the effect of NaCl on the H 3 BO 3 (s) solubility is slight as shown in Fig. 12 . For NaCl, the solubility curve is nearly horizontal on the m H 3 BO 3 vs. m NaCl diagram up to the NaCl saturation. These trends in the solubility behavior of H 3 BO 3 (s) reveal large differences in ionic interactions as chloride concentration changes in these systems. Overall, the effect of chlorides on the solubility of boric acid and various sodium borates is accurately represented by the MSE model.
CONCLUSIONS
Phase equilibria, speciation, and other thermodynamic properties of boric acid and aqueous binary and multicomponent lithium, sodium, magnesium, and calcium borate systems have been analyzed using the MSE model. One of the key advantages of this model is its ability to reproduce the properties of mixtures in which any component may continuously vary from being a solute to being a solvent. This capability of the MSE model has been demonstrated by accurately reproducing the solubilities in the H 3 BO 3 /B 2 O 3 + H 2 O system over the complete composition range. The combination of an activity coefficient model with a comprehensive treatment of chemical equilibria in the MSE model makes it possible to represent simultaneously chemical speciation, phase equilibria, and other thermodynamic properties in an electrolyte system. This has been verified by calculating the pH, solubilities, and VLE for selected boron-containing systems and by predicting the effects of chemical speciation, temperature, and acid/base/salt concentrations on the formation of various solid phases.
